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Deluxe around-the-worid tour 1968 in review: University
slated for June 22-August 29
A deluxe 69-day around-theworld tour, offering up to 10
hours of college credit, will be
offered this summer, according
to Wilfred J- Airey, PhD, pro
fessor of history.
Members of the tour group
will leave Jtrom New York June
22. They will visit Ireland, Eng
land, France, Holland, Ger
many, Switzerland, 11 a i y,
Greece, Turkey, Egypt, Leba
non, Cyprus, Israel, Iran, India,
Thailand, Cambodia, Hong
Kong, Taiwan, and Japan, be
fore returning to California Au
gust 29.
The trip will provide oppor
tunities to kiss the Blarney
Stone, visit Westminster Abbey,
tour Bethlehem, bargain for silk
in Bangkok, photograph Mount
Fuji, and see the Imperial Pal
ace in Japan.
This, the third around-thewonu tour wun Dr. Airey, will
include the country of Nepal,
which has not been open to
previous tours.
Also unique to this tour is the
fact that all accommodations
will be, either first class or de
luxe. Participants will be stay
ing in Hilton -r Int-rcontiTVfntal hotels, which are consid
ered by Dr. Airey to be the best
possible accommodations.
The $2,995 tour price includes
sleeping accommodations, three
meals a day, the cost of guides,
entrance fees, and all group ex
penses except passports, visas,
inoculations, and personal pur
chases.
Dr. Airey has estimated that
a person taking the same trip
on his own would have to spend
from $1,200 to $1,500 more than
he would at ^ir prices. Be
cause of f
"group affinity
plan" being ,sed, the cost of
transportation alone is reduced
by $380.
World Travel Tours, Inc.,
which is arranging Dr. Airey's
tour, considers this trip to be
the best they have ever or
ganized.
The even combination of col-

lege students and adults participating has been an impor
tant factor in the success of
the two previous tours, says
Dr. Airey. The energy and vi
tality of the youth make the
tour more enjoyable for the
adults, while students find the
congeniality of the adults pleas
ing, he said.
The age span on earlier trips
has ranged from 11 to 80 years.
A maximum of 50 people will
be admitted to this summer's
tour; and some are already
signing up.
Persons desiring further in
formation regarding the tour
may write to Dr. Wilfred Airey,
Department of History, Loma
Linda University, Riverside
92505.

storjes reCOUnted
The inauguration of the School of Education with Willard H. Meier, EdD, as the
school's first dean was one of the major news events from Loma Linda University in
the year 1968. Last May, University trustees elected Reinhold R. Bietz of Glendale as
their chairman. Marilyn J. Christian, associate professor of nursing, became dean-elect
of the School of Nursing.
News was made in other
areas too, as can be seen by
these highlights from the more
than 800 separate news stories
released by the University's
public information office in
1968.
JANUARY
The World
Health Organization sent three
Loma Linda University profes
sors on assignment in Afghani
stan under the auspices of the

Extension classes
offered by LLU
Forty-eight Loma Linda Uni
versity Extension Education
classes will be offered in seven
Southern California cities dur
ing second semester.
Courses are available for
credit or non-credit. Registra
tion ar3 fulJ payment for
classes is required at the first
class session.
Classes to be offered on -the
La Sierra campus at Riverside
are transformational grammar;
basic ground school in aviation;
private rating in aviation; ad
vanced ground school in avi
ation; cabinet and furniture
construction I; photography II;
beginning Japanese; intermedi
ate Japanese; scuba diving; in
troduction to oceanography;
health and human perform
ance: men; health and human
performance: women; residence
landscaping; faith, righteous
ness, and salvation; guidelines
for successful parenthood; nurs
ery school curriculum I; medi
cal office services; and medical
terminology.
Offered in Glendale are
courses in children's literature
Continued on page 2
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UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL was dedicated March 81. Participating
in the unveiling of the date stone which carries an inscription of
the University motto, were University administrators as well as
the contractor and architect.

The annual School of
Nursing alumni homecoming
has been set for the week
end of May 9-11. Helen
Nahm, dean of the sch.ool
of- nursing, University of
California at Los Angeles,
will be the featured speaker.

Captain of 13 ]/2-foot sailboat to relate
details of solitary trans-Atlantic voyage
One of the most remarkable
ocean-going sailors in history,
Robert Manry, captain of the
13V2 -foot sloop Tinkerbelle, will
give an account of his voyage
"Tinkerbelle's Run to Glory"
January 11 at 8 p.m. in Gentry
Gymnasium, Loma Linda.
On June 1, 1965, the small
white boat with its orange-red
sails set out on her 78-day
journey across the Atlantic
from Falmouth, Massachusetts,
to Falmouth, England. Her
captain, crew, and only pas
senger was a 47-year-old copyeditor on the staff of The Plain
Dealer, a morning and Sunday
newspaper of Cleveland, Ohio.
Mr. Manry, who sailed ap
proximately 3,000 miles, set a
new mileage record for this size
of boat. The previous record
was set by Si Lawler in a 15foot boat in 1891.
"It was a long, lonely adven
ture," says Mr. Manry. "I met
Portuguese men-of-war, a Rus
sian trawler, and a U.S. sub
that came up with a loud honk.
On the 69th day, a plane came

United Nations to make an
analysis of the needs, resources,
and prospects for health care,
teaching, and research. More
than 60 students received di
plomas in winter commence
ment ceremonies at Riverside.
Fifteen-month-old Maria Simmons, daughter of Marine Cor
poral Orville and Mrs. Simmons
of Twentynine Palms, swal
lowed 37 prenatal iron tablets
from a bottle in mother's purse

bearing oranges, bananas, and
a welcome to British waters."
It has been estimated that
50,000 people lined the Fal
mouth shore the day Mr. Manry
and Tinkerbelle arrived. As he
describes it, "Boats swarmed
around us. I patted Tinkerbelle
on the stern and said, 'Well
done.' "
Tinkerbelle, of the Whitecap
Class, was largely rebuilt by
Mr. Manry. The single-masted
boat is 36 years old and he's
had her for six years. Mr.
Manry coated the hull with fib
erglass, installed a heavy iron
daggerboard, and built the tiny
cabin and cockpit of plywood,
wealed water-tight. A special
flotation material was put in.
Mr. Manry was able to climb
back aboard the boat the half
dozen times he was thrown into
the ocean by the force of wind
and waves.
The equipment that Mr.
Manry had included a sextant,
ocean charts, and a Victory
Girl radio transmitter for send
ing distress calls if necessary.

He also had 28 gallons of fresh
water plus a solar still for
freshening salt water, canned
food for 90 days, two extra
suits of sails, foul weather gear,
medicines, books, and photo
equipment.
Mr. Manry is married and the
father of two children. He was
educated at the University of
Dijon, France; the University of
Lignaii, China; and Antioch
College, Ohio.
The only previous cruising
Mr. Manry had done was on
Lake Erie. For many years
prior to his Tinkerbelle adven
ture, he had read about and
been fascinated by stories of
small-craft sea cross'ngs.
Much international publicity
followed Mr. Manry's Tinkerbelle crossing, life magazine
called him a "reluctant hero"
and had to talk him into writ
ing of his dangers at sea. The
magazine devoted ten pages to
his fascinating story and his
color photographs. He later de
cided to write a book about his
experiences.

Palm Springs site
chosen for banquet
The annual Valentine's ban
quet for Loma Linda campus
students will be held Thursday,
February 13, at the top of the
Palm Springs Tramway, Palm
Springs.
Cost of the semi-formal ban
quet is $4 per person which in
cludes transportation up the
tramway, meal, and entertain
ment. The meal will be served
buffet style.

initiating a successful nation
wide search for an antidote.
FEBRUARY A new unit for
care of surgical patients -was
opened in University Hospital.
An original oil painting of the
hospital by Stanley W. Galli
was presented to the School of
Medicine by E. R. Squibb &
Sons, Incorporated, New York.
The chapel in Sierra Towers,
the men's residence hall on the
La Sierra campus, was dedi
cated to Fabian A. Meier, EdD,
president of La Sierra College
from 1962-64.
MARCH
Separate medical
and dental alumni conventions,
attended by more than 3,500
physicians, dentists, and stu
dents, were held in Loma Linda
and Los Angeles. School of
Medicine alumni voted Harry
W. Miller, MD, "Alumnus of the
Year." Gentry Gymnasium, the
largest aluminum-geodesicdome gymnasium in the United
States, was completed in time
for its first use during the den
tal alumni convention. Univer
sity Hospital was dedicated; un
veiled was a name stone en
graved "Loma Linda University
Hospital, 1968, 'To Make Man
Whole.' "
APRIL "Outreach," a book
on the history of Loma Linda
University, written by Keld J.
Reynolds, PhD, emeritus vice
president for academic affairs,
was published. Two School of
Medicine juniors were awarded
fellowships permitting them to
assist for 12 weeks at hospitals
in New Guinea and Nepal.
MAY The tragic death of
11-year-old Daniel M. Sochor
resulted in a chance of new life
for four southern Californians;
his kidneys, spleen, and skin
made possible three vital oper
ations and held out promise of
relief for a blood disease suf
ferer. Entries by the public re
lations staff won six journalism
awards at the Twin Counties
Continued on page 8

Annual physicians' convention
activities, offerings listed
An estimated 2,000 physicians
from across the nation are ex
pected to attend the postgradu
ate convention of California's
largest medical alumni group
next month.
The 37th annual Alumni Post
graduate Convention is spon
sored by the Alumni Associa
tion and the faculty of Loma
Linda University School of
Medicine.
Activities of the February 1420 convention will include re
fresher courses in various medi
cal specialty areas and a scien
tific program featuring current
research reports by authorities
from leading United States
schools, according to Samuel H.
Fritz, MD, convention chair
man.
The convention will open
with religious services Friday
night and Saturday followed by
the refresher courses Sunday

and Monday. The courses will
be taught on the Loma Linda
campus of the University by
School of Medicine faculty
members.
Registration for the refresher
courses begins at 8 a.m., Sun
day, February 16 at the School
of Medicine Alumni Association
office in the University Arts
Building, 24887 Taylor Street,
Loma Linda.
The scientific assembly at the
Ambassador Hotel, Los An
geles, will combine research re
ports by national medical au
thorities with discussions, clini
cal films, and closed-circuit
color television demonstrations
of medical and surgical prob
lems and techniques.
A gala convention banquet is
set at the Embassy Room of
the Ambassador Hotel Wednes
day evening, February 19.
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Continuing education
Continuing education has become a familiar term to
men and women who, to maintain their professional com
petence in a rapidly changing world, must keep abreast
with newly discovered modalities and techniques.
The value of "keeping up" is readily recognized by
their administrators who budget time and money in
efforts to help personnel cope with various aspects of the
knowledge explosion. Even the Internal Revenue Service,
by extending tax deductions, recognizes the importance
of maintaining the quality of one's earning skills.

Some of these professional people have found con
tinuing education so rewarding that they have extended
the experience to other areas of interest. We know, for
instance, an eminent psychiatrist who derives much satis
faction from doing his own automotive maintenance and
repair work. He carries a crushing load in his professional
work but finds time to attend night classes in auto me
chanics. He reports that an all-night session in his garage
with his teen-age son is time profitably spent.
A dental assistant adds interest and zest to her living
by attending classes in anthropology and a pastor is benefitting from a class in human relations. A busy adminis
trator is discovering new relevance and balance in a class
on prophetic interpretation.

KSDA installs new
$5,000 transmitter
A new $5,000 radio transmit
ter is scheduled for installation
this month at KSDA-FM, the
University radio station, ac
cording to Ronald W. Bowes,
station manager.
The transmitter, capable of
being modified to produce five
kilowatts of power, will pres
ently produce one kilowatt of
power.
Temporarily off the air,
KSDA had been causing tele
vision interference with two
Los Angeles television stations,
KABC and KCOP.
Two thousand dollars of the
amount was provided from the
KSDA expansion fund.
"The new transmitter will
improve reception in the Loma
Linda area," according to Mr.
Bowes. An antenna modifica
tion will also improve broad
casting.

Migration mysteries
are subject of third
Audubon film

The Encounter Between Christianity and
Science
by Richard Bube
(William B. Eardmans Publishing Company,
Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1968)

reviewed by J. Mailen Kootsey, PhD
assistant professor of physiology and biophysics
Some writers of treatises on
science and religion have lim
ited the appeal of their works
by the goal they set for them
selves, the goal of providing an
apology for religion to scien
tists or vice versa. One field or
the other usually is strained in
the attempt. Richard Bube, in
writing and compiling The En
counter Between Christianity
and Science has adopted instead
the thesis -that the two areas
are complementary. Man must
have both in order to be able to
arrive at a consistent descrip
tion of all of his experiences.
Each of the areas, science and
religion, contains a range of
subject matter rightfully its
own; but much of man's ex
perience can benefit from the
contributions of both disci
plines.

ticular encounters between
Christianity and science in vari
astronomy,
ous disciplines
geology, physical science, bio
logical science, psychology, and
social science. The essays
themselves contain a significant
amount of background material
to acquaint the lay reader with
current thinking in each area.
Generally speaking, few Sev
enth-day Adventists would
quarrel with the Christianity
portrayed by Dr. Bube. Some
of his statements on God's com
munication with man and on
the Christian's responsibility to
his fellow man have a familiar
ring. Another example is his
interpretation of the body-spirit
relationship. It is asserted that
the characteristics we associate
with living matter come from
the interaction and organiza
tion of inanimate parts. Man's
spritual capabilities are also
said to be the result of the high
level of organization in the
brain, a view consistent with
current thinking in the neural
sciences. The author then con
cludes that the existence of a
spirit without a body is mean
ingless, putting what he calls
"surprising" emphasis on the
resurrection!
A weak point in the synthesis
of Christianity is the explana
tion of the necessity of Christ's
sacrifice for the forgiveness of
sin. Using the analogy of a
broken relationship between
Continued on page 6

The third in a series of five
Audubon wildlife films will be
shown Thursday, January 16, in
Burden Hall on the Loma Linda
Fast contentions
campus.
Walter J. Breckenridge, PhD,
Many of the past contentions
Vernon H. Koenig, EdD, who, as director of extension, director of the Minnesota Mu between
Christianity and sci
is coordinating Loma Linda University's continuing edu seum of Natural History, will ence have arisen because of a
his color film, "Migra
lack of understanding of the
cation faculty is to be commended for offering such a wide narrate
tion Mysteries," which records language and philosophy of a
of
s
selection of courses, classes, and seminars. Hundred
the most dramatic and myster
field by those working in an
other area. Dr. Bube devotes a
thoughtful, busy people will benefit as they pursue intel ious aspect of bird behavior.
Highlights of the film will in
large share of his book to his
lectual, cultural, vocational or academic interests offered clude
at the bird anat
look
a
and explanatory mate
torical
in classes conducted by experienced teachers in seven omy and flight abilities, discus rial to minimize such misunder
sion of bird banding operations, standings. The first four chap
communities throughout southern California.
and the hazards that migrating ters present consistent sum
birds encounter during flight.
maries of the nature of science,
the nature of Christianity, nat
Admission for the 8 p.m. pro
gram is $1 for adults and 50 ural revelation, and Biblical
revelation so that each reader
cents for children.
can approach the encounter
lips, of arguments similar to
The films are sponsored joint
Dear Editor:
at least a minimum of basic un
those in the December issue: ly by the National Audubon So
In the December 11 issue of "The tragedy of these ex
ciety, San Bernardino Valley derstanding in common with
the authors. The remaining six
the University SCOPE there amples, which could be repro
Audubon Society, Palomar Na
"appeared « V\ter generally JCOD- duced ad nauseum any day of ture Club, and Loma Linda chapters are essays by Dr. Buhe
and five other scientists on pardemning situation ethics, the week is not difference of University.
Joseph Fletcher, and a "few in
opinion, which will probably be
with us till the Day of Judg
fluential men (in Loma Linda)
who toy with Tilloch's and ment, but the outrageous folly
and damnable sin of trying to
Fletcher's philosophies."
God as the Party Leader
regard
the
The stated credentials of
point of view."
particular
a
of
author of his letter are that he
is a minister, that he lives in
Donald R. Shasky, SM '58
Loma Linda, and that he
Redlands, California
The fifth in a series of nine so he could record the scenes on
studied at the Fuller Seminary
University Artist and Lecture film.
for two years.
For the last six years, Mr.
Series programs will be pre
I am not, unfortunately, a
Cooper has spent his summers
Janu
evening,
Saturday
sented
logician. It does not take one
ary 25, in Gentry Gymnasium in the logging camps and his
versed in .:ogic, however, to Extension
winters on the lecture platform.
on the Loma Linda campus.
con
recognize the fallacies
will present his Mr. Cooper's film will include
Cooper
Don
1
page
from
Continued
tained in his letter.
scenes of the praries of Alberta,
picture, "The Can
It takes no special talent to and ministry of church music. color motion
forests of British Columbia, In
West."
adian
peo
of
lists
make
sit down and
dian villages, and Jasper Na
and
born
was
Cooper
Mr.
ple who made wrong choices,
A class in Seventh-day Ad
Park.
tional
Mountains
Rocky
the
in
raised
such as Eve, Jacob, Judas, etc. ventists and current issues in
Admission to the 8 p.m. pro
Montana. While
And, of course, it is easy to theology will be taught in New- of western
working in the logging camps gram is a UALS season pass, a
laude those who acted cor
bury Park.
Alaska, he became impressed student identification card, or
of
rectly. Black is black, white is
the beauty of the scenery a ticket purchased at the door
with
ac
San Fernando Valley will
white, and God is in a box.
commodate classes in history of and purchased a movie camera for $1.
Situation ethics, by inference, religious thought and practice
is sin. By rejecting situation and introduction to electronics.
ethics one has "neutralized the
poison and forgotten the sugar"
Classes to be held on the
Loma Linda campus of .the Uni
whatever that means.
versity are Luther and his re
For this minister to com
formation, physical fitness edu
who
mence his list of those
human relations in
cation,
"emphatically rejected situation leadership, introduction to orni
ethics" with Christ is absurd.
thology, community chorus,
family planning and population
Christ was the true expres
sion of situation ethics. He programs, home health care,
was not a zombie or a robot dental public health, school
just waiting for directions from health II, alcohol and narcotics
on high. He received the same education, Christian medical
missions, mission orientation
strength to make loving, cor
rect decisions that is available and preparation, Daniel and
Revelation, personal evangelism
to any of us in a given predica
ment. The Father is not a II, learning and behavior of
coach on the sidelines shuttling children II, and art for televi
sion.
in plays between each down.
At San Diego a class in medi
Christ's handling of the situ
ation with the woman taken in cal terminology will be offered.
adulty epitomizes His sheep
In Los Angeles at the White
concern for an individual and Memorial Medical Center
not a law.
classes offered will be health
Consider the list of char
and nutrition, seminar in teach
acters in Hebrews 11 and con
ing elementary mathematics,
template their actions in given woodworking and power equip
situations. Did Moses' parents, ment operation, still photog
Rahab, Barak, and Sampson do raphy, amateur motion picture
the "loving" thing in their pre
photography, nature study, the
dicaments? A resounding yes! law and family life, and youth
Legally correct? No. No zom
problems in modern society.
bies, they.
For further information write TYPICAL, SCENERY OF THE CANADIAN ROCKY Mountains
In conclusion, I think it ap
of Extension, Loma will be among the highlights of "The Canadian West." The film-lec
Director
propriate to quote a line from
, Riverside ture program will begin at 8 p.m., January 25, in Gentry Gym
University
Linda
J. B. Phillips' little book "Your
nasium.
92505.
God Is Too Small." Says Phil

Fifth in artist-lecture series
features Canadian color film

University SCOPE Is a non
profit news publication of
Loma Linda University, an
educational Institution oper
ated by the General Confer
ence of Seventh-day Adven
tists, with campuses at Loma
Linda and Riverside, Califor
nia.
Circulation: 20.000
Frequency of publication:
15 issues yearly.
Subscription: $3 per year.

Editor:
Richard W. Weismeyer
Editorial Assistants:
Marjorie L. Nelson
Peggy M. Hanson
Book Editor:
Alice E. Gregg
Advertising:
John E. Crowder
Circulation:
Edith H. Williams
Unless otherwise noted.
University SCOPE articles
may be reprinted without
permission. Appropriate cred
it would be appreciated.
Advertising compatible In
content with the standards of
church-related higher educa
tion Is accepted subject to
approval by the advertising
committee. Copy should be
received no later than the
Wednesday before publication
date; rates available on re
quest.
about
Communications
news and editorial content,
advertising, or subscription/
circulation matters should be
directed to University SCOPE
Loma Linda University, Loma
Linda. California 92354. Of
fices are In Griggs Hall on
the Loma Linda campus; tele
phone (714) 796-7311. 888-3211.
or 686-5432. extension 2373.

Abbreviations Used In
AS

University Scope:
College of Arts and

Sciences
DH — Dental Hygiene
DI — Dietetics Intern
GS — Graduate School
LL — Loma Linda campus
LS — La Sierra campus
MR — Medical Record
Administration
MT — Medical Technology
OT — Occupational Therapy
PH—School of Public Health
PT — Physical Therapy
RT — Radlologic Technology
SD — School of Dentistry
SM — School of Medicine
SN — School of Nursing
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Scientific program of exercise
presented by Air Force major

NINETEEN-YEAR-OLD Nguyen Thl Sen admires one of the "going away" gifts
to her
by the senior class of the School of Nursing. Sen's successful open-heart surgery presented
will enable her
to live a normal life at her home near Saigon.

Vietnamese returns home following
open-heart surgery at LLU hospital
An eggbeater, a muffin pan,
pins, needles, toothbrushes, a
potato peeler, a scrapbook full
of mementos, and a repaired
heart are what Nguyen Thi Sen
took from America back to
her home in South Vietnam.
One of 11 children of a
farmer near Saigon, Sen, 19,
traveled nearly 10,000 miles last
October to have her heart re
paired without charge by Loma
Linda University Hospital sur
geons. Hospital facilities were
donated by the University.
Doctors at Saigon Adventist
Hospital who first diagnosed her
problem tried to arrange for
Sen's trip to America for a year
before she was able to come.
Saigon Adventist Hospital
business manager Charles P.
Harris contacted the JocaJ office
of Pan American World Air
ways to arrange for Sen's tran
sportation to Los Angeles.
After a cable to Pan Am's
home office in New York, Mr.
Harris was told that Sen would
be able to fly to America as a
guest of Pan American. Last
December 16 Pan Am com
pleted its part of the bargain
and flew Sen back to Saigon.
University Hospital surgeons
say that Sen will be able to live
a nearly normal life with her
repaired heart. The only thing
that she won't be able to do is
strenuous exercise," one physi
cian said. She was able to re
turn to Saigon six weeks earlier
than her physicians had previ
ously estimated.
Also repaired are Sen's teeth.
Two Corona dentists, a senior
dental student, and the School
of Dentistry cooperated to pro
vide Sen with over $800 worth
of dental work including caps,
bridges, and fillings.
Sen stayed at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul C. Dysinger
of Loma Linda, parents of Mrs.
Charles P. Harris who accom
panied Sen to America, also as
a guest of Pan American.
"At first Sen didn't like
American food," Mrs. Dysinger
says, "but she surprised us with
how much she ate." Among her
favorite "American" foods are
pancakes and applesauce and
cottage cheese.
Although ablj to speak only
a few words of English, Sen
communicated remarkably well.
During her stay in University
Hospital, nurses used the "flash
card" method of communicaPREPARATION FOB THE
LATTER RAIN
A series of studies presented
recently in the University
Church, Loma Linda. A 32page compilation from the
Spirit of Prophecy. Twentyfive cents each postpaid.
Eight copies for $1 postpaid.
Write B. E. Wagner, 24978
Lawton Avenue, Loma Lin
da, California 92354.

tion. One side of the card con
tained an English word; and
on the other side was the Viet
namese translation.
Sen had been ailing since an
attack of rheumatic fever
nearly four years ago. Doctors
diagnosed her problem as a
malfunction of her heart's mi
tral and aortic valves, which
made it impossible for the
valves to close properly. This
permitted blood to flow back
ward, reducing the pumping ac-

tion of her heart.
One of the highlights of Sen's
stay in America was a trip to
Disneyland. Among her prized
possessions that returned with
her to Saigon are picture post
cards of the Matterhorn, Pi
rates of the Carribean, Main
Street, and pictures of Mickey
Mouse, submarines, and Christ
mas trees.
Now Sen has returned home
to a full life with memories of
her American friends.

A scientific program of exer
cise for overall fitness and
bodily health was presented
by Major Kenneth H. Cooper
at Loma Linda University's
Gentry Gymnasium last night.
An officer in the United
States Air Force Medical
Corps, Major Cooper explained
the new exercise program and
point system discussed in his
recent bestselling book, Aero
bics.
The Loma Linda University
lecture series and the School of
Public Health jointly sponsored
Major Cooper's appearance.
On the matter of exercise,
Major Cooper says the question
uppermost in people's minds is
"How much is enough?" He
formulated the answer when,
after entering the United States

Air Force, he was assigned to
determine the effects of exer
cise on the human body, espe
cially as it affected airplane
pilots and astronauts,
"The key to the health of the
heart, the lungs, and the cardio
vascular system is oxygen,"
says Major Cooper, who is also
a medical doctor. The relation
ship between exercise and the
body's use of oxygen is the basis
of his exercise program and
point system.
Major Cooper explained
how the exercise program he
worked out for Air Force per
sonnel may be adapted for use
by the student, the factory
worker, the office employee, the
housewife, and others inter
ested in launching out on a per
sonal physical fitness program.
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Loma Linda Realty
And Insurance
SINCE 1936
PH. 796-0242
Anderson St., Loma Linda
— FOB SALE —

> 4-bedroom house with 2-car garage, family room, fireplace,
intercom system, air conditioning, dishwasher, and its is land
scaped. Priced at $22,950. Low down payment and easy
terms.
8 acres in a nice residential area. R-2 zoning. Come in and
make an offer.
WE HAVE RENTALS - HOUSES AND APARTMENTS
We write Dwelling, Fire and Auto Insurance

LLU closed-circuit
television station
gets animated logo

Get Set!
Extremely low-cost 707 or DC8 jet transport to Europe, and

An animated logo for the
Loma Linda University closed
circuit television station is be
ing drawn by two La Sierra
campus students.

Optional accommodations in
Zurich during Youth Congress,
including night before, night
after, and breakfasts. Limited.

The animation, a five-to-tensecond stylized line drawing,
will be used to identify the
Loma Linda station as well as
films produced at the Univer
sity.

Optional one-way charters, or
all-summer flights. Ask. Give
approximate dates wanted.
Entire west-coast service: de
partures from Los Angeles,
Oakland, and Seattle direct.

The logo will be comparable
to the peacock used to identify
the National Broadcasting
Company's color presentations.
Charles T. Turner and Rich
ard K. Homer, both art majors,
will produce the animated logo
as a project in a second se
mester class, experiments in the
techniques of animation, taught
by Herschel Hughes, assistant
professor of art.

SltASIOUM, FIANCC

photo D. Neumann

COM

This is the Europe you should see for YOURSELF 79 July-8 Aug., 7969
See if you qualify for SET's flights: No age limit. No tour buses. No schedules to fight. Under $300. Ask any
Europe-returned exchange student, or write for information and application for your church, your school, or your
self, to ... Student European Travel, Box 341, Angwin, California 94508.

The HEALTHFUL way
can be a PLEASANT way
Over a century of "Battle Creek
San" experience proves that
proper diet, specialized hydrotherapy and professionally su
pervised exercise all in a se
rene and friendly atmosphere
work wonders in restoring
body, mind and spirit.
Under the guidance of dedi
cated Christian physicians,
nurses and chaplains, you can
be strengthened physically and
spiritually for the pressures of
today's busy world.
Recommend the "San"
to your patients.

Battle Creek Sanitarium
HOSPITAL

HEALTH CENTER

CLINIC

197 N. Washington Ave., Battie Creek, Mien. 49016
(616) 964-7121
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Occupational
therapy class
officers elected
Direct inquiries to University Placement Service
Loma Linda University, Loma Linda, Calif. 92354

Virginia

DENTIST
California

SANTA ANA: Great opening lor
general dentistry in Orange Coun
ty. SDA elementary school and
church. Office available at once.
High gross practice. Finances can
be arranged
Colorado

LAS ANIMAS: Urgent need in
this town of approximately 3,000.
No dentists at present. Small
SDA church
ROCKY FORD: Immediate open
ing in this city of 5,000. 100member SDA church and elemen
tary school. Equipped office avail
able immediately. Two physicians
in area
SPRINGFIELD: Good opportu
nity in this town of 2,000. Small
SDA church 20 miles. No dentist
in town
STEAMBOAT SPRINGS: Excel
lent opening in town of 2,000.
Small SDA church. Snow skiing
Vi mile from your door. No den
tist in town
WINDSOR: Consider this beauti
ful town of 1,500. SDA church
and elementary school 12 miles.
No dentists
Michigan

ONAWAY: No dentist in area.
SDA church and school
Vermont

SOUTH ROYALTON: Take over
excellent practice in beautiful
Vermont. Country living

DAYTON: For sale: Five-year-old
office building, equipment, and
practice. A portion of equipment
may be purchased. Lease build
ing. 25 minutes from Shenandoah
Academy
Washington

CENTRALIA: Immediate need.
Financing available for new build
ing. May be leased or purchased
KENT: Will remodel existing
building (or dental office
OLYMPIA: Dentist going into
service. Two operatory equipped
office for rent. Available immedi
ately
TACOMA: Dentist seeking associ
ate immediately
TACOMA: Will build,
and lease new office

The School of Health Related
Professions department of oc
cupational therapy class of 1970
recently elected officers for the
1968-69 school year.
They are Donald Rasmussen,
president; Lillian J. Bernal, vice
president in charge of social
affairs; Claire L. Willis, secre
tary-treasurer; Stuart L. Evers,
chaplain; and Cheryl J. Gamboa, public relations secretary.
Sponsor of the class is Rachel
M. Hew, instructor in occupa
tional therapy.

finance,

TACOMA: Dentist retiring. Two
operatory equipped office for sale
DENTISTS, SPECIALISTS
ORAL SURGEON

1. Lakewood, Washington: Dentist
deceased. Office for immediate sale
NURSES
LVNs, AIDES, AND ORDERLIES
Arizona

KINGMAN: The above personnel
needed immediately. 65-bed hos
pital. 750-bed hospital to be com
pleted within two years.
Calitornia

NAPA: Hospital seeking director
of nurses. Immediate. Must have
two years teaching experience.
Salary negotiable
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS
California

SAN FERNANDO: Veterans Ad
ministration hospital seeking occu
pational therapist at once. Fringe
benefits include life and health in
surance, retirement, and sick
leave
PHYSICAL THERAPIST
California

SAN FERNANDO: Veterans Ad
ministration hospital seeking phy
sical therapist at once. Fringe
benefits include life and health in
surance, retirement, and sick leave
PHYSICIANS,
GENERAL PRACTICE
California

PORT HUENEME: Large general
practice with considerable surgery
opportunity. Local hospital
Colorado

COLORADO SPRINGS: In this
city of 80,000 right at the bottom
of Pike's Peak, assume SDA phy
sician's large practice for cost of
equipment only. SDA church and
elementary school
LA SALLE: Good opportunity in

Arthritis Foundation awards
scholarships to LLU students
Two Loma Linda University
senior physical therapy students
were among five southern Cali
fornia students to receive phy
sical therapy scholarships from
the southern California chapter
of the Arthritis Foundation.
Thov are Bonnie J. Engle and
Jonathan M. Klingbeil.
Each year the medical and
scientific committee of the
Arthritis Foundation grants
educational funds to the south
ern California chapter of the
this town of 1,700.
and school

SDA church

LAS ANIMAS: Excellent opening
in town of 3,400. Small SDA
church. Another SDA medical
man near by
RIFLE: Beautiful little town of
2,200 at the foot of the mountains
and in excellent fruit country.
SDA
Two physicians needed.
church and school
SPRINGFIELD: Opening in town
of 1,800 for a physician. Small
church in this excellent farm and
ranch country
STERLING: Excellent opportun
ity in this thriving city oi 10,700.
SDA church and church school
Florida

EUSTIS: Group seeking associate.
Physician recently deceased. Office
available. 125-bed city owned hos
pital. 100-member SDA church
and elementary school
GROVELAND: Town of approxi
mately 5,000. Only physician leav
ing area. Small church

American Physical Therapy As
sociation.
These funds are earmarked
for tuition scholarships at the
three accredited southern Cali
fornia schools which offer train
ing in physical therapy Loma
Linda University, Los Angeles
Children's Hospital, and the
University of Southern Califor
nia, Los Angeles.
The Arthritis Foundation,
through its medical programs,
provides support for specialized
training, professional education,
patient treatment, and rehabili
tation in arthritis clinics.
Illinois

CENTRALIA: City of 16,000 with
drawing potential of approxi
mately 50,000. New 150-bed hos
pital with latest equipment and
facilities. New clinic proposed
with offices to be designed to the
individual physician's own speci
fications. May rent with option to
buy or may invest in building in
itially. Rent allowance can be
made for new practice
Immediate
MOUNT MORRIS :
opening for physician in this al
most crime-free area. Eight hos
pitals within 30 mile radius. Sev
eral new expansions in progress
Maryland

SALISBURY: City of 25,000 needs
SDA folk opening
physician.
nursing home in April of 1969.
Will furnish beautiful five-room
clinic free to SDA physician who
will also serve as physician for
nursing home. Services for nurs
ing home will be paid for. May
also furnish home to right person.
SDA church
Michigan

ONAWAY: Growth of practice
requires physician in town of 1,500
with surrounding area of 4,500.
20-bed community hospital with
open staff. SDA church and school
ROGERS CITY: Office available in
city of 5,000. 100-bed hospital.
One physician leaving area and
work is too heavy for available
physician. SDA church and school
21 miles. Immediate opening
Nortlr Carolina

_„

;

RUTHERFORD COLLEGE: Sal
ary guaranteed. Home and office
rent free. Pharmacy and hospital
across street from office. SDA
church and school 12 miles
TALIHINA: No MD in area. Op
portunity open immediately

Continued on page 6

You are
invited to
experience

the

thrilling
sound of
YAMAHA

but it's no trick to get quick energy with Loma
Linda Wheat Germ.
Here is the heart of the wheat; nature's store
house of energizing goodness. Sprinkle it over
your favorite fruit or cereal, or enjoy it by itself
with sugar and cream—it's that delicious!

the piano that puts
concert performance
within reach of
family budgets
Spinets • Uprights
• Grands

485 E. Holt Avenue
Pomona 91766
Phone (714) 623-5525
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Of Future
Events

Calendar
Wednesday, January 8

Thursday, January 16

CAMPUS HILL, LL — Midweek
prayer service, Wilbur K. Nelson,
PhD, assistant professor of health
education, "Among the Aborigines
of Taiwan": 7 p.m.

Final examinations continue through
January 22.

CAMPUS HILL CHURCH, LL —
Midweek prayer service, R. L.
Kirable, former missionary to In
dia, speaking: 7:30 p.m.
LA SIERRA CHURCH, LS — Mid
week prayer service: 7:30 p.m.

BURDEN HALL, LL — Audubon
wildlife fllm, Walter J. Breckenridge, "Migration Mysteries": 8
p.m.
SAN BERNARDINO VALLEY COL
LEGE — Forum lecture, Willy Ley,
"The Missile and the Future of
America": 7:40 p.m.
Friday, January 17

Thursday, January 9

COLLEGE HALL, LS — Assembly,
speaker's chair, Alexis Clement,
PhD, professor emeritus, Los An
geles City College, speaking.
SAN BERNARDINO VALLEY COL
LEGE — Illustrated forum lecture.
Nell Douglas, "Exciting Finland
Points the Way": 7:40 p.m.
Friday, January 10

Sunset 5:05
CAMPUS CHAPEL, LL — Univer
sity Campus Fellowship, "Conver
sations About God—Truth": 7:30
p.m.

PROJECTOR SALE!
KODAK

W M /« (pjujjy pip p(

Carousel 750

with the
instant auto focusing

Similar to model 850 shown in
picture

KODAK CAROUSEL 850
projector

Remote control: for
ward, reverse, and
focus
Hi-low brightness
switch

LA SIERRA CHURCH, LS — Ves
per program: 7:30 p.m.

Receptacle for "special
effect" equipment

LINDA HALL, LL — Loma Linda
Youth Association: 7:30 p.m.

Supplied with 500 watt,
120 volt DEK lamp

Saturday, January 18

Sunset 4:58
LA SIERRA CHURCH, LS — Col
legiate Christian League: 7:30 p.m.
LINDA HALL, LL — Loma Linda
Youth Association: 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, January 11

UNIVERSITY CHURCH, LL —
Hour of worship, pastor Paul C.
Heubach, "Behold the Man: His
Greatness": 8 and 10:55 a.m.
CAMPUS HILL CHURCH, LL —
Hour of worship, pastor Wilbur K.
Chapman, "Stubs of an Old Check
book": 8:10 and 10:55 a.m.
LA SIERRA CHURCH, LS — Hour
of worship, U. D. Register, PhD,
professor of nutrition, "Nutritional
Prophetic Fulfillment": 8:15 and 11
a.m.
COLLEGE HALL, LS — Jon Robertson, concert pianist: 8 p.m.
GENTRY GYMNASIUM,
LL —
Illustrated lecture, Robert Manry,
"Tinkerbelle's Run to Glory": 8
P.m.
Sunday, January 12

COLLEGE HALL. LS — Preregistration for currently enrolled stu
dents.
Monday, January IS

UNIVERSITY CHURCH, LL — Con
vocation, D. W. Holbrook, EdD, pre
sident of Home Study Institute,
Washington, D.C., speaking: 8:10
a.m.
Tuesday, January 14

LA SIERRA CHURCH, LS —
Chapel, D. W. Holbrook, EdD, pre
sident of Home Study Institute,
Washington, D.C., speaking: 10:25
a.m
GRIGGS HALL FACULTY
LOUNGE, LL — University book
forum discusses Stuart Chase's "The
Proper Study of Mankind": 12 noon.
Wednesday, January 15

CAMPUS CHAPEL, LL — Midweek
prayer service, Wilbur K. Nelson,
PhD, continues his series on the
"World Mission of the Church": 7
p.m.
CAMPUS HILL CHURCH. LL —
Midweek prayer service, Vernon R.
Furgason speaking.

UNIVERSITY CHURCH,
LL —
Hour of worship. John W. Osborn,
president of the Southeastern Cali
fornia' Conference of Seventh-day
Adventists, speaking: 8 and 10:55
a.m.
CAMPUS HILL CHURCH, LL —
Hour of worship, pastor Wilbur K.
Chapman, "Ecumenism . .
a
Threat?": 8:10 and 10:55 a.m.
Wednesday, January 22

CAMPUS CHAPEL, LL — Midweek
prayer service, Wilbur K. Nelson,
PhD, continues his series on the
"World Mission of the Church": 7
p.m.
CAMPUS HILL CHURCH, LL —
Midweek prayer service, Douglas F.
Weleblr, attorney at law, speaking:
7:30 p.m.

Jamproof too—with CAROUSEL Projector dependability—slide
after slide, show after show.

Model B775 with f3.5

Let Us Demonstrate
CAROUSEL 850 Projector Auto-Focusing Today!

lens on special for

$91.50
Carousel 855Q
with f2.8 lens now

Carousel 855QZ
with 4 to 6 inch zoom

$125.50

$143.50

reg. $179.50

reg. $204.50

reg. price $129.50

Model B755Z with 4 to 6
inch zoom on special for

Kodak Carousel Trays #581
Now $2.00

$112.50

Reg. price $2.95

Thursday, January 28

reg. price $159.50

Semester recess begins today and
continues through January 26.
Friday, January 24

Sunset 5:11
CAMPUS CHAPEL, LL — Univer
sity Campus Fellowship, "Conversa
tions About God—Creation": 7:30
p.m.
LINDA HALL, LL — Loma Linda
Youth Association: 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, January 25

UNIVERSITY CHURCH,
LL
Hour of worship, Eric C. Ward,
pastor of the 31st Street Seventhday Adventist Church, San Diego,
"What Time Is It?": 8 and 10:55
a.m.
CAMPUS HILL CHURCH, LL —
Hour of worship, pastor Wilbur K.
Chapman, "Text lor a President":
8:10 and 10:55 a.m.
GENTRY GYMNASIUM, LL — Uni
versity Artist and Lecture series.
Don Cooper, "The Canadian
Rockies:" 8 p.m.
UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS
MEMORIAL CHAPEL — Commu
nity Symphony, Marjorie Poe, pia
nist: 8:15 p.m.
Tuesday, January 28

LA SIERRA CHURCH, LS —
Chapel, Charles B. Hirsch, secretary
of the department of education,
General Conference of Seventh-day
Adventists, speaking: 10:25 a.m.

Sawyer's
Rotomatic 707AQ

FOCUSES
AUTOMATICALLY!
CHANGES SLIDES
AUTOMATICALLY!

Projector
"Sawyer's Best"

• Automatic Focusing
• FBD 50-hour quartz io
dine lamp

SAWYER'S
ROTOMATIC® 700A
SLIDE
PROJECTOR

• Built-in preview editor
• Room light outlet on pro
jector
• 10 ft. power cord on
spring powered reel built
into projector base
• Accepts all four Sawyer's
handling systems
• Full remote control
• Built-in auto timer for
changing slides

Only $113.50
And it's easy on your budget too!
Especially now during this Special
Sawyer's Sale. Come in for a demon
stration!

reg. $169.50
AUTOMATIC FOCUS
Sawyer

with solid state electronic accuracy

AUTOMATIC TIMER
Roto Trays

REMOTE CONTROL

Cliff Coffin and Bob Ottosen, Owners
Now $2.00

See Us for Your
Brake and Transmission Problems
Loma Linda Automotive
Southeast corner Anderson Street
and Redlands Boulevard
796-0611

changes slides completely automatically.
slide advance and reverse.

SHOWS 100 SLIDES NON-STOP
reg. $2.95

with circular tray.
TAKES REGULAR TRAYS TOO

UNIVERSITY SUPPLY
11147 Anderson Street
Loma Linda, California 92354
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Book talk

Continued from page 2

friends, Dr. Bube attempts to
show that efforts and incon
venience are required to rees
tablish the original relation
ship. God has certainly exerted
much effort to communicate
with man, but what the death
of Christ on the cross con
tributes is not clear from the
line of reasoning presented.
The stress on explanatory
material can be a temptation to
spend the allotted space ex
pounding on one's discipline
rather than contributing to the
Christianity-science encounter.
The author of the chapter on
geology succumbed to this
temptation. Out of a total of 34
pages, 30 are devoted to a his
tory of the development of
geology and evolution and a
scant four pages are left for
relating the findings of geology
and paleontology to the Biblical
record. There is room for little
more than a statement of the
author's position, namely that
science is so clear about the
evolutionary origin of man that
the first chapters of Genesis
must not be taken literally.
Theological and scientific prob
lems associated with this posi
tion are almost completely ig
nored.
The combination of Chris
tianity and the social sciences
produces many challenging and

difficult questions; the author
of the final essay responds with
a sparkling chapter. Subjects
ranging from free will vs. deter
minism, to social relativism are
discussed with great skill. The
central thrust is the same as
that of the entire book: Chris
tianity and science both must
contribute to man's understand
ing and efforts. The following
statement is typical of the au
thor's constructive approach:
"When solidly established find
ings of the behavioral sciences
are correlated with super-em
pirical Christian values and mo
tivations, the church can attain
its objective much more effi
ciently than is currently the
case when tradition, specula
tion, and guesswork dominate."
After reading The Encounter
Between Christianity and Sci
ence the reviewer is left with
one nagging disappointment,
not with Dr. Bube's book, but
because an equally clear and
constructive presentation is not
available from the scientists in
his own denomination. Such a
presentation, if logically writ
ten, would encourage more
communication with scientists,
a group toward whom the
church is at present exerting
little effort. Benefits to the
church itself would also result
from a cooperative effort to
construct a consistent view
point. A church that from its

Placement
Continued from page 4
Oregon
SALEM: Excellent salary for part
time commitment. Office furnished
to own requirements
Texas

JEFFERSON: Serve on staff of
new 37-bed SDA operated hospital
to be completed in June of 1969.
Near 12-grade SDA academy. Ex
cellent opportunity
PHYSICIANS, SPECIALISTS
ANESTHESIOLOGIST

Port Hueneme, California: Pres
ent anesthesiologist leaving Janu
ary 1, 1969. Immediate need
INTERNIST

1. Santa Ana. California: Opening
for internist with three-man spe
cialty group with dentist. Fast
growing community. Several hos
pitals. SDA church and school
2. Centralia. Illinois: 150-bed hos
pital drawing potential of 50,000.
Rent or rent with option to buy
or invest in building
OB - GYN
1. Port Hueneme, California: Im
mediate need. Physician over
worked. SDA church and school
2. Santa Ana, California: Pres
ent physician overworked. Good
opening with small hospital and
new medical school set-up with
University of California Irvine
medical school at Orange County
Hospital. SDA church and school
ORTHOPEDIST

1. Port Hueneme. California: Im
mediate need. SDA church ana
school
PATHOLOGIST

WHY NOT IN CONNECTICUT?
There is no SDA doctor practicing medicine in Connecticut.
The people of Canaan think the Geer Memorial Hospital
board can draft one.
We want a volunteer .
Church - School - Home and Office space awaits an inter
ested doctor and family.
H. E. CLOUGH, Secretary-Treasurer
Geer Memorial Hospital
Canaan, Connecticut 06018

1. Kingman, Arizona: Need imme
diately. 65-bed hospital. 750-bed

Rules listed for annual APC
auxiliary art exhibition
1. You and your family may
enter art works you have
produced yourself. Ribbons
will be awarded.
2. There will be two classifica
tions in oils only: beginners
and advanced. Awards will
also be given for watercolors, collages, mosaics, sculp
ture, wood carving, photog
raphy, and metal work.
3. All work must be delivered
to the exhibition room at
the Ambassador Hotel after
hospital to be completed within
two years
PEDIATRICIANS

1. Port Hueneme, California: OBGYN .physician offering office and
practice to start. SDA church and
school
2. Santa Ana, California: Great
opening for pediatrician in fast
growing area of southern Cali
fornia. To be associated with sur
geon and internist. Immediately
3. Centralia, Illinois: Excellent
opening in city of 16,000 with
drawing potential of 50,000. New
150-bed hospital with latest equip
ment and facilities
PERSONNEL SEEKING
POSITIONS
PHYSICAL THERAPIST

1. Experienced, registered physical
therapist would like to locate in
northern California or Oregon

8 a.m. February 18 or
mailed or delivered to the
auxiliary office before 4 p.m.
February 13.
4. Pictures will be hung and
displays arranged on Febru
ary 18.
5. Hanging fee for each piece
exhibited is $5 or $7.50 for
very large pieces.
6. All pieces should be insured
by the artist for the dura
tion of the exhibit. Auxili
ary members will police the
exhibit during the day and
a guard will be on duty at
night.
7. All pieces should be picked
up after the exhibit no later
than 5 p.m. February 20.
No guard will be present
after that time.
8. Use the entry blank below
and return it to the wo
men's auxiliary office.
9. Place identification slips 6n
the back of each picture or
exhibit giving your name,
address, title, and medium
of your work before bring
ing them to the exhibit or
auxiliary office.
10. For further information
contact Laurel A. Weibel,
MD, W o m e n's Auxiliary
Office, 1836 East Michigan
Avenue, Los Angeles 90033.

APC ART EXHIBIT
very beginning has emphasized
the importance of both the
written and natural revelations
of the nature of God should be
able to make some positive con
tributions to a constructive en
counter between these revela
tions.

Have you
misplaced
$10,000?

I wish to submit ................... art pieces for the annual art
exhibit to be held at the Ambassador Hotel during the 1969
Alumni Postgraduate Convention.
Title of Entry

Medium

1.
2.

,

Enclosed is
. . ,
,,
„
$-—....—._. for entries hang
ing or display fee ($5 each).

Check for oils only
Beginners

fj

Advanced

Name .....................
Address ..................

City.

Price (if for sale)

Clearance
Pianos
Floor models
Holley & Jackson
Redlands Boulevard at New York Street
Redlands

2 bedrooms, 1 bath, neat and clean. Good repair. $8,500.
Can have horses. Approximately 1 acre. $14,000. 2-bedroom
house plus upstairs.
3-bedroom, 2-bath, nice neighborhood, and yard. $21,750.
Perfect for retired or students. Close in. Owners moving.
3 bedrooms, l'/2 baths. $23,750.

Take a look around your office. That
$10,000 may be invested in your equip
ment... with the value going down and
down everyday. The equipment, of
course, is essential, but the investment
isn't.
For example: 1) An equipment purchaseand-lease-back agreement turns your
investment into cash; 2) your lease pay
ments on the equipment are written off
as business expense and; 3) your recap

tured capital goes to work in a growth
investment.
Have we oversimplified? Yes. But it gives
you one idea of what can be done through
our special financial services designed
to help you make the most of what you
have.
Let's look around. You may have mis
placed all kinds of take-home pay.
For details on our service, simply call
or write.

4 bedrooms, 3 baths. Swimming pool. Forced air heating
and cooling. $35,950.
INCOME PROPERTY
2 houses on 1 lot. 1 3-bedroom, 1 2-bedroom. $130 a month.
$12,500. 3 units. Well kept. Always rented. Gross $255. $25,500. 3-bedroom home on large lot with room for duplex. $18,000. Triplex, partially furnished. $210 income. Asking $20,000. Immaculate duplex. Prime area with view. 4 years old.
$29,900.
BUILDING LOTS
Secluded area with view. Good area. 200 foot frontage.
$7,500. Others priced at $7,450, $7,950, $8,500, and $9,000.
All south of Barton Road.
NEW HOMES
Buy now and chouse your own colors, wallpaper, etc.
Only 10 percent down, 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, wall to wall
carpeting. Forced air heating, refrigerated cooling, fenced
yard. $28,500. Best area.

UNIVERSITY REALTY

Bob Hew, Inc.

736 North Glendale Avenue,
Glendale, California 91206
Telephone: (213) 244-4788

P.O. Box 345, Loma Linda 92354
Across from Post Office
Phone 796-0156
E. J. Miller, broker
Edith Hale, Bruce Garrett, Ed Vogel, Dick Smith,
Lillian Miller, associates
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Nursino
Editor's note: The following
letter is from Marilyn F. Bennett, '67, who is currently di
rector of the school of nursing
at Saigon Adventist Hospital.

Greetings to you from Saigon,
South Vietnam; otherwise
known as the land of the Viet
Cong. Many want to know how
I like it here. Well, if you want
to know the truth, I'll tell you.
The fact is that I am really
learning to love it. Have never
had such problems; but neither
have I had such interesting ex
periences.
If my instructors in the
School of Nursing had taken
a poll voting for the person in
the 1967 class least likely to
be a future nursing school di
rector, no doubt I would have
won by a great majority. I
was probably one of the most
quiet and unobtrusive, perhaps
even the most unpromising
member of that class—so my
teachers told me. But here, just
a little over a year after gradu
ation, I find myself director of
the school of nursing at the
Saigon Adventist Hospital. Of
course it isn't all that simple,
as you can well imagine, but
neither is it terribly compli
cated. We have 12 students at
the moment, but we plan to
take another class after the
Vietnamese Tet holiday this
coming February. This will
make medical history for the
Saigon Adventist Hospital. I
have never enjoyed anything
quite as much as I do teaching
nurses. Even holding faculty
meetings isn't bad at all. All
my instructors are quite a bit
older than I am—in fact a
couple of my students are about
my age. But I have been quite
fortunate in eliciting the co
operation of the missionaries
and Vietpamese for the school
of nursing. Right now I have
eight teachers, each one teach
ing a different subject. Next
year I will have 14 teachers
ready for the new classes that
will be added to our curriculum.
Juanita Holm, '42, and Lora
Welch, GS '65, are my ad
visors. Now I am in the midst
of preparing course outlines,
and scouting around Saigon to
various clinics and hospitals
trying to find some enrichment
for our present program. The
Lord has been so good to me.
He is giving me the wisdom
and maturity I need as the oc
casion arises.
The students come from variour parts of Vietnam. They
are some of the most adorable
girls I have ever known. I hon
estly love them with all my
heart. They are so eager to
learn and are cooperative most
of the time, even when I have
had to punish them at times.
A couple of them were late
starting school last February
because their villages were un
der attack by the Viet Cong
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and they could not escape. We
have a choir in which each stu
dent participates heartily. They
do quite well. I am proud of
them. We have performed
many places including some of
the military chapels around Sai
gon and one of the Viet Cong
prison camps at Eien Hoa.
Our Saigon Adventist Hos
pital is a beehive of activity.
We see about 5,000 outpatients
a month and our 38-bed ca
pacity is most often swarming
around 45 to 50 inpatients. One
would have to see our crowded
hospital to believe the true
story. The hospital is located
on the corner of two of the
busiest streets in Saigon. All
the military convoys from Tan
San Nhut Airbase enroute to
Long Binh Post (the world's
largest army post) chug past
our hospital making such ter
rible noises with their grinding
gears and air horns that often
we cannot hear the patient's
blood pressures and we must
shout in order to be heard
above the outside din. Our
three-story structure has no ele
vator and the surgeons carry
their patients in their arms
from the operating room with
the technicians straggling be
hind with the blood, IV's, and
catheter bags. 'Tis quite a
sight to behold. We have no de
livery room. When the operat
ing room is in use the patient
delivers her child in the hall on
a stretcher protected from the
visitors only by a cloth screen.
But in spite of the handicaps
we watch patients walk out of
the hospital singing the praises
of our inadequate institution.
The Vietnamese and some
American civilians flock to our
hospital in preference to either
the military or government hos
pitals We try to do the best we
can with what we have. Right
now we have high hopes for a
new building in a better locaEveryone wonders just what
Saigon is like. It is no different
from any other oriental city ex
cept for the barbed wire, sol
diers, and helicopters that one
sees everywhere. It really isn't
such a bad place to be. Of
course my nightly lullabye usu
ally involves the booming of
machine guns in the distance.
But, I'm beginning to become
so accustomed to their music
that I doubt I could sleep with
out it now. Saigon has been
shelled twice since I've been
here, but our part of town was

SD dental assisting
gets temporary OK
The American Dental Associ
ation has given a preliminary
provisional approval to the den
tal assisting program at the
University, according to
Charles T. Smith, DDS, dean of
the School of Dentistry.
At a December meeting of
the ADA's Council on Dental
Education, the council granted
the provisional approval until
an official site visit evaluation
can be made.
not involved. For a while
our B-52's were really doing
their busy work at night. The
whole house would shake and
rattle as though the structure
would collapse. But the bomb
ers have gone on their merry
way and my place of residence
still stands. During the day
light hours no one would ever
know there is a war going on—
people continue with their rou
tine business as usual.
I have met such interesting
people. Naturally, being one of
the youngest American civilian
women in the country, I do get
a certain amount of attention—
especially since there are so few
women over here. I have met
generals and other high ranking
officers in the military and
Vietnamese government as well
as many common folk. We do
a tremendous amount of enter
taining here on the compound.
I personally fix Sabbath break
fast for about 30 GI's who come
to the mission every weekend.
Life is never dull. Jess C. Holm,
SM '52, the medical director,
and I are hoping to start
ground school at Tan San Nhut
Airbase soon and we both want
to take more flying lessons
when these can be arranged.
This month I attend Union
year-end committee meetings in
Singapore. I suppose I'll be the
youngest member of the board
of directors, but that will be
challenging. En route I will be
stopping at Bangkok to observe
the nursing school and hospital
there and also stop by to see
our hospital at Penang at which
Cordellia P. Reynolds, '24, is
the director of nursing. This
coming July, I will be attending
the Zurich Youth's Congress in
Switzerland, so there is always
something interesting for which
to plan. I enjoy my work here
so much and hope each one of
you is as happy and contented
as I am. May God bless each
one of you during the new year,
that will soon be here.

AFTER FLYING 7,000 MILES to California to have their baby at
University Hospital, Mr. and Mrs. Jens Holstein of Kobe, Japan,
became the proud parents of a baby girl. Because of blood incom
patibilities, the baby required a complete blood exchange trans
fusion a few day after birth. Mr. and Mrs. Holstein were referred
to University Hospital by Edwin H. Krick, SM'61, Kobe Adventist
Clinic. Both mother and daughter are reported doing well at the
hospital. Mr. Holstein is the president of a pharmaceutical firm
based in Kobe.

Moving. c4cro££ tke Street
or c4cro&£ tke ^Nation?

TURNER MOVING & STORAGE
The moving company with 19 years of service to con
ferences, institutions and church members.
Box 226
St Helena
Phone WO 3-2701

Box 715
Healdsburg
Phone 433-5561

Box 201
Loma Linda
Phone PY 6-0228

STEVENSON
MOTOR SALES
New Cars at Discount Prices

B. E. Stevenson

Licensed, Bonded Dealer-Broker
Box 325, Angwin, Calif. 94508
Phones: (707) 965-2775
(415) 755-4839 (S. F.)

TAX RELIEF PROPERTY
Get your full year's depreciation! Buy an
apartment1 house in January.

For information write or call collect

E. J. MILLER, Broker

University Realty
P. O. Box 345

Loma Linda, California 92354
Ph. (714) 796-0156

This beautiful 5.5 million dollar New England
Memorial Hospital building will be ready for occu
pancy in September 1969. It overlooks scenic Spot
Pond, in the midst of 4,500 acres of forest preserve
— and — YOU can be an integral part of this Chris
tian full-service community hospital in Stoneham,
Massachusetts.
Raymond L. Pelton, administrator, would like to
meet with interested paramedical students. Come
on — get acquainted! !
Placement Office

February 6 and 7

University Hospital
Student Lounge

February 9,10 and 11

Wednesday, January 8, 1969

University SCOPE

Alumni
News

Medical
Record
Fifteen members of the 17member medical record admin
istration class of 1968 were re
united in Loma Linda last
month to take their registration
examination.
The other 1968 class mem
bers, S. Joanne Wagner and
Melanie M. Andrus, took their
examinations in Washington
and Michigan, respectively.
The 15 Loma Linda members
and all local alumni held a
meeting December 6 to elect
officers for 1969. The new
alumni president is Rita Stiffler,
'66, and secretary-treasurer is
Janet C. Roy, '68. Both are em

Op traditional art
shown in February

ployed at University Ho3pital.
Until 1968 the alumni associ
ation had been very small, and
had been organized rather in
formally. Now that larger
classes are being graduated the
size of the association is in
creasing rapidly.
A recent newsletter to all the
alumni announced these plans,
and brought all the members up
to date on recent activities of
the medical record curriculum,
the department of medical rec
ords at University Hospital, and
the activities of the individual
members since graduation.

ATTENTION!

All University, hospital personnel, and credit union
members.
After serving you for 10 years it is my pleasure to
announce my association with I.. J. Snow Ford Company,
444 L,a Cadena Drive, Colton. May I be of service to you
in all car and truck purchases ?

An exhibition of art ranging
from op to the traditional forms
will be featured in a one man
show by Herschel Hughes, as
sistant professor of art, Febru
ary 3 to 27 in the Loma Linda
University Art Gallery on the
La Sierra campus at Riverside.
Large oil paintings, pen and
ink drawings, and watercolors
will be shown in the exhibit.
Their subjects will vary from
figuritive to mechanical.
As an artist, Mr. Hughes has
had numerous one man art
shows and has had a number of
paintings exhibited by invita
tion. One is currently on dis
play in the state capitol build
ing, Salem, Oregon.
The gallery, located on Cam
pus Drive, is open from 1 to 5
p.m. Monday through Thursday
and 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Sunday.
GP LOCATION
Modern equipped, air con
ditioned clinic. County seat
population.
1,000
town.
Southwest Nebraska. Con
tact G. W. Shafer, Jr., Bea
ver City, Nebraska 68926.

M OGLE
L. J. SNOW FORD COMPANY

444 West La Cadena Drive
Colton, California 92324
Colton — 825-1610
Riverside — 783-1312

1968

Continued from page 1

Press Club's 10th annual com
petition.
JUNE — Traditional com
mencement services saw more
than 560 seniors graduated
from baccalaureate, graduate,
and professional curriculums.
University Hospital dietary
service was chosen as one of
the world's finest food service
operations in Institutions Mag
azine's 22nd annual interna
tional awards program.
JULY—The School of Educa
tion was inaugurated with Willard H. Meier, EdD, as the first
dean. Weldon B. Jolley, PhD.
and a research team at the Uni
versity discovered an essential
key to the mystery of organ
transplantation. A 36-member
medical-dental team from the
University began a three-week
mission providing health serv
ices to Indian residents in
Guatemala.
AUGUST — Approximately
100 graduates received degrees
at summer commencement
ceremonies. A program of co
operation between Loma Linda
University and the University
of Redlands involving liberal
ized acceptance of graduate
credits was announced. Sev
enty - two - year - old Hulda H.
Crooks, research assistant in

COMPARE!
Yes, compare earnings and withdrawal restrictions! You'll see
First Federal's 5% current annual rate is the nation's highest
on passbook savings

no withdrawal restrictions. Savings

deposited by the 10th of the month earn from the first and

the School of Public Health,
with her two older brothers,
braved sub-freezing weather,
heavy winds, and snow to climb
14,495-foot Mt. Whitney.
SEPTEMBER — Over 3,000
students enrolled in the various
schools and curriculums on both
campuses. Twenty-four exten
sion courses were offered in
nine southern California cities.
OCTOBER — Alfred Walters,
professor of music, was named
concertmaster of the Riverside
Symphony Orchestra. Fifty-five
School of Nursing sophomore
students were capped in tradi
tional ceremonies.
NOVEMBER —The Los An
geles Philharmonic Orchestra
conducted by Zubin Mehta pre
sented a concert in Gentry
Gymnasium. President David J.
Bieber presented his second ma
jor address on the state of the
University at the third Presi
dent's Convocation.
DECEMBER —A fetal-moni
toring system designed by a
1950 School of Medicine gradu
ate, Edward H. Mon, MD, New
Haven, Connecticut, was instal
led in University Hospital. The
University launched a new an
nual gift program, the alumni
advancement fund.

Births
TSAI, Christopher Kuei-Liang
was born December 1 to Mr.
and Mrs. James C. Tsai, SD '70,
of Loma Linda.
ROSICH, Robert Carl was born
December 5 to Mr. and Mrs.
Frank C. Rosich, SD '70, of
Loma Linda.
MATHESON, Rochelle Anne
was born December 7 to Mr.
and Mrs. James E. Matheson,
SD '69, of Loma Linda.

VOOCHEN
REAL ESTATE
In Loma Linda

SOUTH OF AND NEAB BAK1'U.N KOAJO. THIS modern Home
lias 3 ueurooms ami ueii, 2 batus,
lu-epiace, nue Duium Jviiciieii,
carpets, draper, ciiauueliers, cen
tral vuulmg uuu lieaLiiig, large
covered puuo, etc. ill excellent
±"nA appraiseu at
condition.
UOW11.

accounts are insured to $15.000!

JL»UiJ.LEX Ol? UJME 15EDKOOM
Or« tAC.rt fe»ll)E. dust one DIOCH
troui ijiuversliy, i,a o l e r r a
(Jiiurcii, and oil Dus line. It Has
large lot lo uu'ild more. fcxcclluiu opportunity lor future uuiiUlous to sell. Asking $AO,IMM).
$/s,UUO casu and $UMJ per luontu.
1'HIS OJNE SEEMS EXPENSIVE

lOKJiX, tiUA' IVlUL. BE IL.llliAJ'

in the center of ixuua L.mua
business area and across Ironi
ciiiiersity Hospital. An older
two story duplex of 11 rooms, 5
ueurooius, 2 separate garages.
located in an area tnat is grow
ing in value eacli day. One door
to Loma Linda market, two
doors to bank, bus stop by tlie
door. 1'iease do not disturb ten
ants. Asking $10,000. VViil con
sider trade In Loma Linda and
La Sierra area or? Be sure to
call colkect for Mr. Vooclien, if
you are outside the Riverside
area, or write for further infor
mation.

CURRENT
ANNUAL RATE

NOT TOO FAB FROM HOSPI
TAL. A fine 3-bedroom home
with Z complete baths located at
each end of the house which
makes it suitable for converting
into a duplex. Even now, by
locking or closing one door, it is
converted into two apartments
of one and two bedrooms. Home
is immaculate. Vacant. Whole
lot of 54 x 161 is enclosed and
zoned R-'-i. Be sure to see this
one before you buy. $17,800 and
you can buy it on FHA with low
down.

Near La Sierra Campus
For large family. 3 lots, 2,300
square feet of floor space. 4
bedrooms, 2 baths, carpets
drapes. Wonderful view without
climbing Rear SDA church and
schools. FHA appraised at $27,400. $2,500 rash down.
NEAR LA SIERRA PARK. See
this 3-bedroom, 2-bath home with
fireplace, built by a contractor
for himself. Large tented yard.
Los Angeles owner wants offer
$20,850 FHA loan.

FIRST FEDERAL

SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION OF SAN BERNARDINO

55S No. E St., San Bernardino
LOMA LINDA: 11142 ANDERSON ST.

BARSTOW: 602 E. MAIN ST.

WAREHOUSE
COMMERCIAL
OF 2,800 square feet of floor
space with modern home of 3
bedrooms, plus office building on
over 1 acre, fenced all around.
Out of state owner wants
$30,000.
MST WITH US
WE TKY HARDER

VOOCHEN

4781 La Sierra Avenue
Riverside, California
across from La Sierra Plaza
Ph. 689-8113
or call collect.

